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TOTAL OF RUSSIAN GAS TRANSIT THROUGH UKRAINE

European and Turkish gas markets are brushing aside
concerns over potential supply shortages if Russia
discontinues Ukrainian transit this winter, an ICIS
investigation has revealed.
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Energy companies as well as transmission system
operators and regulators polled by ICIS in some of Russia’s
key export markets said their countries were prepared
to respond to supply disruptions by turning to increased
global LNG availability and improved national and regional
infrastructure.
A comparison of Dutch and German winter prices shows
that markets are not pricing in any supply risk, at least for
now. For example, the Dutch TTF Winter ’19 was assessed
on Friday at €18.75/MWh, €0.33/MWh lower than the ICIS
assessment for Winter ‘18 on 29 March 2018.
The outright Winter ‘19 has shown no noticeable increase
as a result of news related to the Russian flows.
In Germany, the Gaspool Winter ‘19 price did hold a
premium over Winter ‘18, having been assessed on
Friday at €19.138, a €0.218/MWh premium over its 2018
equivalent. However this was much smaller than a €1.46/
MWh premium held by Winter ’18 over Winter ’17, meaning
other drivers – primarily the crude oil price – have moved
the German seasons.
Russia’s Gazprom is expected to stop shipping gas to
Europe and Turkey via Ukraine at the end of 2019 when a
long-term transit contract expires.
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Ukraine has been the main supply route of Russian gas
to Europe and Turkey, transiting close to 90 billion cubic
metres (bcm) of gas in 2018, or a third of Europe’s imports.
However, if Brussels, Kyiv and Moscow fail to reach an
agreement over a possible extension of Ukrainian transit
from 2020, as much as 55bcm/year of gas could be
diverted across the Baltic Sea to the newly commissioned
Nord Stream 2 with another 31bcm/year via the Black Sea
to TurkSream 1 and 2 from next year.

MORE LNG
Preparing for the radical changes ahead, Ukraine has
already offered up to 12 bcm of storage capacity free of
tax and customs fees to European companies. It has also
called on the EU to create and fund a 3bcm reserve in
Ukrainian sites to ensure security for central and eastern
European countries next winter. The country boasts 31bcm
of storage capacity, the largest in Europe.
However, when compared to a decade ago when an
interruption of Russian supplies to Ukraine amid political
disputes between Kyiv and Moscow led to price spikes in
western Europe and supply curtailments at a time of peak
winter demand, the resilience of European and Turkish
markets is expected to be significantly higher.
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Some countries such as Turkey, Russia’s second largest
off-taker, have managed to alter completely their internal
supply structure by reducing dependence on Gazprom by
expanding storage and LNG import capacity.
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In January 2019, LNG off-takes covered a record 40%
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EUROPEAN HUB PRICE SPIKES DURING 2009 RUSSIAN
GAS INTERRUPTIONS

COMPARISON OF PIPELINE AND LNG
IMPORTS INTO TURKEY
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of Turkish imports that month, while Russian imports
were reduced by 14 percentage points to cover only 35%
of Turkey’s gas imports. In Q1 ’19 Turkey off-took just
over 12mcm/day of Russian gas via the Ukrainian transit
route, compared to almost 43mcm/day over the same
period last year.
Traders interviewed by ICIS said Turkey is no longer
vulnerable to Russian disruptions even if there was a spike
in demand.
Poland, which has also depended for more than 60% of its
gas consumption on Russian gas, has also taken concrete
steps to expand its LNG import capacity and to sign more
supply contracts. Last year it signed three contracts with
US companies for the supply of LNG, with some of the
volumes due to reach the country this year.
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Hungary, however, said at the end of March it had
reached an agreement with Russia to purchase volumes
for storage injection in 2020, after buying 1.3bcm between
1 January and 20 March, or 12% more than over the same
period last year
Hungarian foreign minister Peter Szijjarto said Gazprom
would provide supplies in the coming year if the Ukrainian
transit agreement is not renewed from 2020. Nevertheless,
it is unclear how the gas would be transported since the
alternative TurkStream-Bulgaria-Serbia-Hungary corridor
may not be completed in time.
Gazprom itself was more reticent, pointing out that Hungary
and Russia had reached an understanding but the concrete
details were yet to be discussed.

VULNERABILITIES
STORAGE
Other countries, such as Italy which imported 29.5bcm
of Russian gas in 2018 via the Ukraine-Slovakia-Austria
corridor, are continuing to rely on stored gas. Italy introduced
a strategic storage obligation in 2012. The obligation was
taken in line with market liberalisation rules, but geopolitical
events such as the Russia-Ukraine gas wars of the 2000s
were also factored into the government’s decisions.
The strategic storage reserve for 2019 and 2020 was set at
4.62bcm, compared to 7.59bcm of storage capacity offered for
monthly and seasonal capacity covering the same period.

Neighbouring Romania appears more vulnerable, despite
the fact that it is the EU’s third-largest producer of natural
gas. The government passed an ordinance at the end of
2018 to force producers to sell domestic gas at a regulated
tariff and suppliers to import gas.
Although the price was lifted for all consumers apart from
households, the political uncertainty leaves the market
exposed as companies would have to ramp up imports.
Romania has traditionally imported gas from Russia via
Ukraine, but if the transit is discontinued at the end of 2019,
it would have to rely on Hungary or Bulgaria for imports.

NOW INCLUDED IN ESGM:

UKRAINIAN PRICE ASSESSMENTS
n Ukraine virtual trading point (UAVTP)

n Ukraine border price assessments
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MAJOR NATURAL GAS TRANSITS FLOWING THROUGH UKRAINE

To look in depth at why European and Turkish markets are
brushing aside risks related to the end of the Russian gas
transit through Ukraine, ICIS reporters interviewed public
and private sector stakeholders in relevant countries to find
out what measures are being put in place to guard against
supply disruptions.

AUSTRIA
In case of any disruptions on the Ukrainian transit route,
Austria may increase imports from neighbouring Germany
directly or via the Czech Republic and Slovakia. Total
available import capacity for German volumes is around
32million cubic metres (mcm)/day across the three existing
border point of Uberackern, Oberkappel and KiefersfeldenPfronten.

Trans-Balkan pipeline to the TurkStream1 and 2 corridor.
However, in order to ship the 15.75 billion cubic metres
(bcm)/year that would be transported via TurkStream2
across the Black Sea, through the European part of Turkey
and on to European markets, the country needs to build a
480km pipeline. This line would link domestic infrastructure
to the Bulgarian-Serbian interconnection point.
A Bulgarian source close to discussions said the pipeline
may not be ready in time for the commissioning of
TurkStream2 next year.

Austrian regulator E-control carried out a periodic review of
its storage requirements last month, but did not deem the
introduction of a storage obligation to be necessary.

At domestic level Bulgaria, which has been one of Russia’s
most reliant gas customers in Europe, has been expanding
its interconnection capacity with Greece. At the end of
March, grid operator Bulgartransgaz said it would increase
the import capacity offered to the market on the Greek
border from 1 April. The capability of the Kulata/Sidirokasto
point was due to increase from 11GWh/day to 47GWh/day,
or around 4mcm from 1 April. Bulgaria could import more
LNG from Greece as well as Caspian gas once volumes
start to reach the latter when the Southern Gas Corridor is
commissioned next year.

BULGARIA

GERMANY

The Balkan country is set to become a key transit route
for Russian gas, which would be rerouted from the current

If Russian transit via Ukraine is discontinued much of the
natural gas exported to Europe will be shipped via the

Meanwhile, Austria has 3.79bcm of storage capacity, which
would cover up to around 47% of the country’s annual
consumption based on a five-year average demand profile
starting in 2014.
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existing NordStream1 and the new NordStream2 which
enter Germany via the Baltic Sea. The volumes will be
shipped from there to western and central European markets.
Traders polled by ICIS said the Ukrainian route may
be kept for balancing purposes or as backup during
maintenance on other Russian pipelines.
Companies say they will rely on stored gas as well as
LNG arrivals, but point out that much will also depend on
shipping capacities available in the second half of the year.
“In case LNG quantities are still increasing, summer prices
have downwards potential in the next weeks and even a
level around €13.00/MWh doesn’t seem unrealistic [down
from €14.00-15.00/MWh at the time of writing].
“If that wave of LNG scenario continues, we should also have
a period of low prices in 2020,” one German trader said.

GREECE
Greece currently imports Russian gas via the Trans-Balkan
pipeline. However, the country is expecting to boost its LNG
import capacity by adding a floating storage regasification
unit (FSRU) next year while importing 1bcm of Caspian
gas via the Southern Gas Corridor, which will become
operational next year.
Earlier in January, Greek utility GASTRADE announced nonbinding expressions of interest for 12.2bcm/year of FSRU
capacity at the northern Alexandroupolis site in January.
Grid operator DESFA added a third storage tank at
Revithoussa last year, boosting available capacity to
205,000cbm.
This year, Greece has been importing LNG from a longer
list of sellers than ever before. Quarterly imports to the
Revithoussa terminal reached their highest point on record
in March, totalling 438,000 tonnes according to LNG Edge,
up 2% from the last peak in the first quarter of 2017.

THE NETHERLANDS
The Dutch market has been receiving Russian gas via
Germany, which in turn has been importing gas from
Ukraine. If Russian gas is diverted to NordStream2 from
2020, the Netherlands will continue to receive the gas
from Germany.
As a result, the Dutch TSO said the Netherlands would not
be particularly affected by potential supply disruptions if
Russia stopped Ukrainian transit.
Instead, they pointed out that the country was concerned
about the phase-out of gas production at the Groningen
gas field, the quality conversion of high- into low-calorific

gas and companies having to reshape their portfolios as
the country becomes a net importer.
From a security of supply perspective, traders were more
concerned about the fact that long-term supply contracts
would be replaced with short-term agreements once the
former expire, as the evolving structure of the market
appears to be encouraging more flexibility.
From a price perspective they stressed that this year the
market had faced a bearish end of winter, with stocks much
fuller year on year. This has pressured near-term prices,
resulting in the front winter and winter quarters having
a high premium year on year on summer and prompt
products. This therefore more reflects a bearish summer
than a bullish winter.

HUNGARY
Hungary said at the end of March that it had reached an
agreement with Russia, to provide supplies in the coming
year if the Ukrainian transit agreement is not renewed
from 2020.
The country said it would purchase gas volumes to be
injected in 2020 this year and Gazprom will deliver the
required volumes.
However Gazprom stressed that the parties had reached
an understanding but the concrete details were yet to be
discussed.
Gazprom supplied 1.3bcm of gas to Hungary between 1
January and 20 March, around 12% higher compared to
the same period in 2018, the Russian supplier said.
The agreement should lead to higher utilisation of
Hungary’s total 6.33bcm storage capacity to cover demand
as Russia’s primary supply route to Hungary could be
impacted if no future Ukrainian gas transit deal is reached.
The country has 5.13bcm of commercial storage capacity
and 1.2bcm of strategic storage reserves, however
shippers do not tend to fully use all available capacity.
Hungary has not yet renewed its long-term supply
agreement with Russia but the country may offtake up
to 4.3bcm in 2019 and 2020 as make-up gas from the
previous supply contract, Hungarian authorities have
previously said.
Hungary receives most of its Russian supply transiting
Ukraine via the 48mcm/day Beregdaroc border point. Some
of the volume entering the Hungarian grid from Ukraine
goes further to Serbia and Croatia as well.
In the previous gas year, Hungary imported around
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12bcm from Ukraine, of which 3.6bcm was exported to the
country’s southern neighbours.
Filling up Hungarian storage tanks could also mitigate
supply risk for Croatia and Serbia as well.
Hungary is also able to import from Austria along the
14.4mcm/day HAG pipeline and cross-border flows were
around 3.12bcm during the same period.

ITALY
Italy imported 30bcm/year of Russian gas via the UkraineSlovakia-Austria corridor last year.
Traders polled at the end of March said there were no
particular concerns regarding the possible closure of the
Ukraine transit route. This would affect mainly participants
who have long-term agreements to ship Russian gas to
Italy, such as ENI, a source said.
One trader said while seasonal auctions that took place
in March to store gas in the upcoming gas summer were
successful, this was mainly due to a favourable summerwinter spread rather than supply concerns for the next winter.
Moreover, in the latest storage decree published by the
Italian Ministry of Economic Development on 15 February,
the allocated capacity was only slightly higher than the
previous year.

POLAND
Poland has been importing Russian gas via Ukraine and
the Yamal-Europe corridors, depending on Russia for more
than 60% of its gas demand.
Its imports via Ukraine are relatively small, averaging
4-4.5bcm/year, with most of the gas coming via the
Yamal route. Nevertheless, the country is now looking to
wean itself off Russian gas and to increase its share of

ICIS ANALYST VIEW
The LNG market is in a period of strong supply, following
a series of capacity expansions in Australia, the US and
Russia. Spot prices have dropped below $5/MMBtu, with
Asia even falling below the European hubs of NBP and TTF.
If anything, the supply situation should loosen even further
over this summer, as Australia starts up the world’s largest
floating LNG production platform Prelude, and the US opens
new liquefaction facilities at Cameron, Freeport and Elba
Island.
For the upcoming winter, there should be a lot of LNG
available on the global market, even if the weather turns out
colder than the unusually mild winter that has just ended.

LNG, which reached 20% of internal demand in 2018. It
said it would not renew its Yamal contract beyond 2022
and would instead expand its LNG import capacity, by
adding an FSRU in the seaside town of Gdansk in the
upcoming years.
Last year, Polish oil and gas incumbent PGNiG signed
three supply contracts for US LNG. These included a
20-year supply deal with Sempra Energy, another 20year agreement to buy 2 million tons a year from Venture
Global’s planned LNG export facility in Plaquemines Parish,
and another 1.45m tons a year for 20 years from Cheniere
Energy. Supplies from the latter were scheduled to start
this year and Poland also said it had spent €200m buying
supplies from Norway. The additional supplies combined
with expanded capacity would increase its security of
supply in case of interruptions from Russia.

ROMANIA
The Romanian regulator ANRE published in March its initial
storage obligation for Winter ’19, requesting a minimum
storage level of 12.55% for suppliers with non-household
consumers up from last winter’s 12.4%. A source at the
regulator said companies may be expected to store any
surplus domestic gas over the summer months.
He added that the ministry of energy had discussed the
possibility of interruptions on the Ukrainian transit lines, but
no decisions had been taken as yet.
The source pointed out that domestic Romanian production
would remain stable, being able to cover internal demand.
Nevertheless, uncertainty persists over the country’s
resilience following a government emergency ordinance
which requires companies to sell locally produced gas at
regulated tariffs below market levels and import volumes.
There were reports at the end of March that the cap
requirement had been lifted for non-household consumers

But prices then could be stronger than their current lows,
so it might be cheaper to stock up on surplus cargoes in the
summer and put them into onshore storage, given current
low prices for cargoes, and limited competition from Asia
during summer.
However, LNG is not a like-for-like swap for Russian
pipeline exports. If Russian pipeline volumes do fall, and
the market compensates with increased LNG into the UK’s
major import terminals, for example, this might be fine
for the UK, but the European network as a whole is not
necessarily designed to take this LNG from the UK into the
markets of east and southeast Europe where the biggest
difficulties might be felt.
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at least until May, but the measure is likely to create more
uncertainty in the market which had been preparing to be
allocated volumes at cheaper tariffs.
Romania has so far imported mainly Russian gas via
the Ukrainian transit route. However, if the corridor is
discontinued, it would have to rely on Hungarian or
Bulgarian imports, but the importing infrastructure is limited.

SLOVAKIA
A regional trader told ICIS that the impact of the potential
cancellation of flows from 2020 may be visible in continental
spreads, NCG-TTF, GASPOOL/TTF, CEGH VTP/TTF which
have registered some gains in previous weeks.
The trader also confirmed that in the event of a
cancellation Slovakia, together with Austria, would likely
start receiving larger volumes from the Czech Republic,
which in turn would receive gas from NordStream 1 and 2
and the Opal pipelines.
Slovakia, which along with Ukraine has been a major transit
country for Russian gas to Europe, has a transit contract
with Gazprom which only ends in 2024. This means if the
Ukrainian transit is not renewed beyond 2020, Slovakia
would have to negotiate new terms with Russia.

more than doubling its import capacity to 43bcm, which can
effectively cover 90% of its annual demand.
The results of its infrastructural changes were already seen
this winter, when the country imported a record 40% of its
total off-takes in January, while Russian imports via the
Trans-Balkan pipeline were reduced by two thirds to an
average 12mcm/day that month.
However, Turkey will also be on the receiving end
of TurkStream1 and 2, which are expected to be
commissioned next year and receive 31bcm/year of
Russian gas. All volumes currently imported via the TransBalkan route which crosses Ukraine, Romania and Bulgaria
will be rerouted via TurkStream.
As the long-term Russian contracts of four importers
including the state company BOTAS, Enerco Enerji,
Avrasya Gaz and Shell Enerji which had been off-taking a
total of 8bcm/year via the Trans-Balkan pipeline come to
an end in 2021, they are now expected to negotiate new
supply terms.
It is as yet unknown what the negotiations involve and
whether Russia would want to extend contracts for
independent importers.

TURKEY

UKRAINE

Turkey has been Russia’s second-largest customer after
Germany, being historically dependent on imports to cover
its high-consumption north-western Thrace region.

Ukraine has been the main transit route for Russian
gas, transporting at its peak as much as 110bcm/
year. However, its role has diminished over the years
as Russia launched alternative supply routes such as
NordStream1 and Yamal-Europe, a pipeline linking
Russia to Poland via Belarus.

However, over the last three years, it has chartered two
FSRUs and expanded its existing LNG onshore terminals,

Receive the latest spot price assessments for
Europe’s major and emerging natural gas hubs
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you have the most up-to-date spot price assessments, expert
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With the commissioning of NordStream2, it may be
completely deprived of its transit role, which had helped it
to rake in $2bn in transit fees, or 3% of its GDP.
It is as yet uncertain whether the Ukrainian route would
be completely discontinued and the gas diverted to
NordStream2 and TurkStream 1 and 2.
At the end of March, Denmark, the waters of which
NordStream2 would have to cross, said it had decided it
would not grant permission for a northern route, asking
Gazprom to look for a southern alternative. This may delay
the launch of the project.
Meanwhile Bulgaria, which is expected to transit some of
the gas imported via the 15.75bcm/year TurkStream2 from
the Turkish border to the Serbian interconnection point, is
unlikely to complete a 480km pipeline that is critical for the
transit, a Bulgarian source close to discussions told ICIS.
This means the Ukrainian transit may still be continued
in 2020.
In preparation for the expiry of the transit contract this
year, the Ukrainian gas grid operator is pushing to sign
interconnection agreements with neighbouring European
counterparts in Hungary, Poland, Romania and Slovakia to

facilitate imports and exports in line with EU network codes.
It has also called on the EU to create and fund a 3bcm
stock in its own storage facilities and is in the process of
creating additional firm capacity from EU into Ukraine to
ensure the security of supply of Ukraine.
A source at UTG said the easiest option was to allocate
one of the four high pressure pipelines in Slovakia, which
travel from the Ukraine border to the Austrian Baumgarten
hub to be used for physical reverse flow from Baumgarten
to Ukraine. Just that one pipeline can create 60mcm/day of
firm capacity to Ukraine.
Currently 77% of the capacity of those four pipelines are
booked by Gazprom, but only 60% of their capacity is used.
According to Slovak grid operator Eustream, starting
from 1 January 2020 the booking level drops to 74% only,
which means that only three pipelines will be enough to
satisfy that booking and one pipeline could be allocated for
physical flows from Baumgarten to Ukraine. In 2021 that
booking then further drops to 66%.
The UTG source said if Gazprom was not planning to use
those pipelines for transit starting from 2020, they should
be used to transport gas in reverse flow.
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